
THE MOADIM AND HILCHOS TESHUVA By author of the Halachically Speaking 
Series, Piskei Halachah of Harav Yisroel 

Belsky, and Living with Honesty.
Rabbi Moishe Dovid Lebovits once again 
presents another valuable 
sefer to the public - one 
that will forever enhance 
the holiest day of the week 
and enable us to truly reap 
its benefits.
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FALSELY ACCUSED

OH, BROTHER!

Originally serialized in Mishpacha's Teen 
Pages as "Bricks and Ladders," this is a 
book that speaks to the teenager within 
each one of us. At some points poignant 
and thought-provoking, at other times 
uproariously funny, but always incredibly 
true-to-life, Bricks and Stones is a novel 
that reaches the reader's heart, teen and 

adult alike. by Ariella Schiller

ESSENTIAL LIFECYCLE HALACHA  
FOR THE JEWISH HOME 

Eliyahu Hanavi walks among us! Amazing and true 
stories of mysterious strangers and miraculous 
interventions. Written in a beautiful and uplifting style, 
these tales help us see Hashem’s hashgachah pratis in 
the world around us, and as it moves in and through us. 
You will be inspired and want to share them with others!  

by Rabbi Eliezer Shore

A book of common round-the-year halachos for 
setting up a new home, covering the period of time 
from before the wedding until childrearing. By Rabbi 

Eliezer Cohen, author of The Ribbis Book.

A NOVEL

TRUE TALES OF ELIYAHU HANAVI

MEETING ELIJAH

The Yamim Tovim will be illuminated in 
a way that you’ve never experienced 
before, enabling you to infuse the special 

flavor of the Rosh Yeshiva 
into these powerful days.
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